We discuss the moduli space approximation for heterotic M-theory, both for the minimal case of two boundary branes only, and when a bulk brane is included.
Introduction
The conjectured duality of Hořava and Witten [1, 2] between eleven-dimensional supergravity compactified on the orbifold S 1 /Z 2 and strongly coupled heterotic string theory is a key development for fundamental string and M-theory, for particle phenomenology [3] and for early universe cosmology [4] . Realistic particle physics models are obtained by first compactifying six of the ten spatial dimensions on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold, taken to be smaller than the orbifold dimension for phenomenological reasons, and then studying the resulting five-dimensional effective theory [5, 6] in which one of the remaining four spatial dimensions is the orbifold with its boundary branes. In recent work, Moss has given an improved treatment of the boundary conditions for bulk fields [7, 8] , giving greater confidence in this general approach.
Cosmological applications of heterotic M-theory emphasise the importance of letting the branes be fully dynamical [4, 9] . If heterotic M-theory is to describe our universe, however, then the constancy of the measured coupling constants implies that the volume of the Calabi-Yau, which is related to the gauge couplings, must have been stabilised shortly after the big bang. Similarly, the radion field measuring the size of the extra dimension must either decouple efficiently from the matter density, or itself be given a mass. Nevertheless, it is entirely reasonable to assume that the branes may have been dynamical over a short period of time just before and after the big bang. It is therefore of interest to derive four-dimensional effective actions for heterotic M-theory describing the motion of bulk and boundary branes, and many authors have done so in the past [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . In particular, we would like to draw attention to [17] , which is closely related to the work reported here.
We will derive the effective action in this paper by developing the moduli space approximation in light of the recently derived colliding branes solution of [18] . This exact solution of heterotic M-theory enables us to understand the global structure of moduli space in more detail. In particular, we find that there are two different types of boundaries to moduli space: the first type of boundary, which is well-known, arises for example because a bulk brane is constrained to remain in between the two orbifold branes, and therefore the range of the coordinate describing its location along the orbifold is restricted.
However, when a bulk brane collides with one of the orbifold branes, a small instanton transition can occur [19] , signalling the appearance of new, light degrees of freedom which cannot be described in the original four-dimensional effective theory. In other words, the original moduli space approximation cannot be trusted at these locations and an improved treatment is needed.
We will argue, however, that there may also exist boundaries to moduli space that can best be described as hard and repulsive. Such a boundary arises at a zero of the bulk warp factor. From the higher-dimensional picture, we know that it is always the negative-tension brane that encounters this singularity, and is in fact repelled by it (see Figure 1) . We describe the boundary as 'hard' because in the presence of the slightest amount of matter on the negative-tension brane, satisfying the weak energy condition, the singularity is in fact never reached and the negative-tension brane simply bounces back smoothly. In the moduli space approximation this corresponds to a simple reflection of one of the two scalar fields off the boundary. For a small, fixed density of matter on the negative-tension brane, as we lower the speed of the incoming negative-tension brane, the bounce becomes milder and milder. In this situation, we do not expect additional light degrees of freedom, such as branes wrapping cycles of the Calabi-Yau, to become light enough to play a significant role, and we expect the four-dimensional effective description to remain accurate.
We begin this paper with a brief review of heterotic M-theory, before proceeding in Section 3 to derive the moduli space action for the case in which there is no bulk brane present. From this action, we show how to recover the colliding branes solution recently discussed in [18] . This particular solution highlights another general feature of the moduli space approximation that shows the importance of higher-dimensional input: the moduli space approach leads to an infinite number of possible background solutions. Choosing a particular one then amounts to imposing boundary conditions that are obtained from the original higher-dimensional theory. We will generalise our discussion to incorporate the presence of a bulk brane in Section 4. In particular, we exhibit a series of special cases in which the moduli space action simplifies. In these instances, we are able to recover and improve upon some earlier results appearing in the literature. We conclude in Section 5.
Heterotic M-Theory
Hořava-Witten theory can be dimensionally reduced on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold to yield fivedimensional heterotic M-theory [1, 2, 5, 6] . This gauged supergravity theory can be consistently truncated to gravity and a scalar φ parameterising the volume of the Calabi- Figure 1 : A Kruskal plot of the colliding branes solution described in [18] . In suitable coordinates, the bulk geometry is static and contains a timelike naked singularity (denoted by thick black lines) corresponding to a zero of the bulk warp factor. The dashed lines indicate representative orbits of the bulk Killing vector field. The boundary branes then move through this bulk geometry according to the Israel junction conditions. The trajectory of the positivetension brane is shown in red and that of the negative-tension brane in green. The collision of the branes, as well as the two bounces of the negative-tension brane off the naked singularity, are shown at a magnified scale in the inset. The regularisation of these bounces is discussed in detail in [18] .
Yau manifold (namely V CY = e φ ). The action is given by
where α is related to the number of units of 4-form flux pointing entirely in the CalabiYau directions 1 , and we have placed branes of opposite tensions at y = ±1 (where y is the coordinate transverse to the branes). It is important to realise that when boundary brane actions are present α is necessarily non-zero. As a consequence five-dimensional
Minkowski space is not the vacuum of the theory; rather, the vacuum is given by a domain wall spacetime of the form
where A, B and C are arbitrary constants. The y coordinate is taken to span the orbifold 
The Moduli Space Action
If a solution possesses a set of arbitrary constants, then these moduli can be promoted to fields depending on a subset of the coordinates that the original solution does not depend on. We will focus on the case where the moduli become time-dependent only, since we are primarily interested in cosmological applications. Motions in this parameter space of solutions may then be succinctly described by deriving an action for the moduli.
The easiest way to derive such actions is simply to plug the solution (now containing the time-dependent moduli) back into the original action. The result is known as the moduli space action. An immediate check of the consistency of this approach is that the 1 Compared to [5, 6] , we have re-scaled α such that α = α LOSW /3 √ 2.
resulting action should contain only kinetic terms for the moduli, and no potentials. This is because we know that setting the moduli to constant values must yield a solution.
Geodesic motion on moduli space can generally be expected to describe only the low energy behaviour of a physical system accurately. Therefore the moduli space approach can a priori only be trusted for slow motions of the system.
The Time Moduli
In the static domain wall solution above, the volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold and the distance between the boundary branes are determined in terms of the moduli A and C, while the scale factors on the branes are determined in terms of B and C. The modulus C additionally determines the height of the harmonic function h at a given position in y. To implement the moduli space approximation, we simply promote these moduli to arbitrary functions of the brane conformal time τ , yielding the ansatz:
For completeness, the lift of this ansatz to eleven dimensions is given by
where the five-dimensional metric and scalar field are now both part of the elevendimensional metric. The eleven-dimensional distance between the branes is then
where we have defined
The orbifold-averaged Calabi-Yau volume is given by
The Action
Having defined the time-dependent moduli, we would now like to derive the action summarising their equations of motion. This is achieved by simply plugging the ansatz (3.1)
into the original action (2.1), yielding the result (where we use the notation˙≡ ∂/∂τ )
This action can be greatly simplified by introducing the field redefinitions
Note that a has the interpretation of being roughly the four-dimensional scale factor, whereas ψ and χ are four-dimensional scalars. The definition (3.10) can be rewritten as
This expression can be integrated to yield
In terms of a, ψ and χ the moduli space action (3.7) then reduces to the remarkably simple form
The minus sign in front of the kinetic term for a is characteristic of gravity, and in fact this is the action for gravity with scale factor a and two minimally coupled scalar fields.
There is also a manifest O(2) rotation symmetry for the scalar fields. The equation of motion for a readsä = −a (ψ 2 +χ 2 ), (3.14) while the equations of motion for ψ and χ immediately lead to the conserved charges Q ψ and Q χ , according to
The solutions to these equations are given by
where Q ψ , Q χ , τ a , ψ 0 , and χ 0 are constants of integration.
We can now return to the ansatz (3.1) and relate physical quantities in five dimensions to the moduli fields a, ψ and χ: if we denote the distance between the branes by d, and the volume of the Calabi-Yau and the brane scale factors at the locations y = ±1 by e φ ± and b ± respectively, then we have the relations
(cosh 2χ)
These relations are useful in interpreting particular solutions to the moduli equations of motion. Note that for χ → +∞, we have
whereas for χ → −∞, we have
Thus, in both limits, ln d and φ ± are orthogonal variables. This means that, sufficiently far away from the χ = 0 axis, the fields ψ and χ are, up to a re-scaling, simply related to ln d and φ ± by a rotation in field space. Since the moduli space trajectories in terms of ψ and χ are straight lines, far from the χ = 0 axis, the trajectories will also be approximately straight lines in terms of ln d and φ ± . 
Recovering the Colliding Brane Solution
In [18] a colliding branes solution of heterotic M-theory was derived subject to the boundary conditions that the brane scale factors and the Calabi-Yau volume should be finite and non-zero at the collision. This solution was considered in two different coordinate systems; firstly, one in which the bulk geometry is static but the branes are moving, and secondly, one in which the brane locations are fixed and the bulk evolves dynamically.
While in the first coordinate system the solution may be determined exactly, in the second, comoving, coordinate system, the solution was found perturbatively as a series expansion in the rapidity 2y 0 of the branes at the collision. The leading term in this expansion is a scaling solution whose form is independent of the parameter y 0 , for any y 0 ≪ 1, and it is this scaling solution that we expect to recover from our moduli space description. In fact, it takes little effort to see that the scaling solution in [18] corresponds to choosing The scale factor on the negative-tension brane does however go to zero at time τ = 1/(4αy 0 ), at which time the volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold also vanishes. This implies the existence of a boundary to moduli space at χ = 0. As discussed in [18] , we expect the scale factor on the negative-tension brane to bounce back smoothly when it reaches zero, because of the peculiar properties of gravity on a brane of negative-tension (in the presence of matter on the branes, we expect the scale factor to bounce back before reaching zero, thus rendering the bounce entirely non-singular). In comparing the moduli to higherdimensional quantities via equations (3.19)-(3.21), it is apparent that this bounce of the negative-tension brane is equivalent to flipping the sign of χ, and hence the trajectory of the scaling solution gets reflected off the χ = 0 boundary.
The scaling solution, as viewed from moduli space, is shown in Figure 2 , where we have suppressed the direction corresponding to the scale factor a. It is immediately apparent that at the bounce the second derivative of the trajectory is proportional to a δ-function. Figure 3 shows the same solution, but in terms of the physically more meaningful variables V CY± = e to d of both the V + and the V − curves contain a term proportional to (δτ ) −1/2 and thus they blow up at the time of the bounce. This is because the scaling solution represents only the leading terms of the full solution expanded in powers of the collision rapidity 2y 0 . In the full solution we would expect the trajectories to be rounded off and to have an everywhere continuous second derivative, for both choices of variables considered above.
Adding a Bulk Brane
From particle phenomenology, we know that generically there are bulk branes present between the two boundary branes [20] . From the M-theory perspective these bulk branes arise as M5-branes wrapping a 2-cycle in the Calabi-Yau, with the remaining four dimensions parallel to the boundaries of the effective five-dimensional spacetime [20] . For simplicity we will consider adding just a single bulk brane, although the extension to multiple bulk branes would be straightforward (though cumbersome) to write down. In the presence of a bulk brane, the 4-form flux on the Calabi-Yau takes different values on either side of the bulk brane. The neatest way to handle this situation is to dualise the flux (which is a scalar in five dimensions) to a 5-form field strength F = dA, and then F takes different values on either side of the bulk brane which is located at y = Y (see [4] ).
The action reads
where µ, ν, . . . = 0, . . . , 3. Since the orbifold dimension is compact, the sum of the tensions α i must vanish (because the flux has nowhere to escape). Here we will take
with α 1 arbitrary and α 2 positive.
The static multiple domain wall vacuum solution is then given by
where we have included the (constant) moduli A, B, C and the new modulus Y . The harmonic function h is now given by
where there is now an additional kink at y = Y (see Figure 4) . Proceeding in the same manner as in the last section, we let the moduli depend on time τ , to obtain the moduli space action
where the last term originates from the bulk brane action and where we have introduced the definitions (note that the definition for I n is generalised in this section):
Once again we can define an effective four-dimensional scale factor a via 9) and use the expressionİ n = nĊI (n−1) + 5α 2 nẎ I
in order to rewrite the moduli space action as
This action describes gravity with scale factor a coupled to three scalar fields A, C and Y . In analogy with the case where no bulk brane is present, one would hope to be able to reduce the action to a much simpler form by a series of field redefinitions. However, in the present case it seems unlikely that such a drastic simplification can be achieved, since a calculation of the curvature of the scalar field manifold inhabited by A, C and Y reveals the Ricci scalar to be a rather complicated function of C and Y (by contrast, in the absence of a bulk brane, the scalar field manifold is flat). In view of this difficulty, we will simplify the action by looking at certain specific limits in the following subsections.
Before doing so, however, we would like to remark that the moduli space under consideration here has two very obvious boundaries in the Y direction, namely at Y = −1 and at Y = +1, corresponding to the collision of the bulk brane with the boundary branes. It is not clear, however, to what extent the moduli space action can be trusted at these specific boundaries, since a bulk brane could fuse momentarily with the boundary, accompanied by a small instanton transition [19] . This specific process would then not be described by the moduli space approximation.
The Large Harmonic Function Limit
For cosmological applications, and in particular applications to the ekpyrotic/cyclic models, the most useful regime to consider is the one where the boundary branes are far apart and slowly approaching one another. Indeed, this corresponds to the epoch where the cosmological density perturbations are being generated. From the colliding brane scaling solution described in Section 3.3, in conjunction with (3.19) and (3.12), it is easy to see that the large |τ | limit corresponds to the large inter-brane distance limit, which in turn corresponds to the modulus C(τ ) being very large. In fact, C(τ ) has the property that it also becomes very large in the near-collision limit τ → 0. Thus both the near-collision limit and the large boundary separation limit correspond to the harmonic function h being very large. We can expand the relevant integrals in powers of C:
12)
13)
We then expand the moduli space action in powers of 1/C, and to first order we find
In order to get a better physical understanding of the meaning of the various terms in this action, we will define the two fields
These fields are related to the distance between the boundary branes, and the orbifoldaveraged Calabi-Yau volume, in the limit of C being large: 19) Note also that in the limit we are considering
In terms of these new fields, the moduli space action reads
insert Y = 1 into the action, we obtain 22) which is the action previously derived (by different means) in [14, 15] . However, inserting Y = 1 into the action is of course inconsistent 2 : one should use the full action (4.21) and only at the end of a calculation insert particular values of Y . However, as mentioned previously, the moduli space approximation is unlikely to be very trustworthy at this particular boundary in any case.
The Symmetric Case
As another example where the moduli space action simplifies considerably, we will consider the symmetric case with two boundary branes both with negative tension −α 1 and one bulk brane with positive tension α 2 = 2α 1 , the bulk brane being located near Y = 0. We are trying to find the effective action for this setup in the limit where the boundaries are far apart, but only slowly moving, and we will also specialise to the phenomenologically interesting limit where the orbifold-averaged Calabi-Yau volume is fixed.
Writing h ± ≡ h(y = ±1) and h Y ≡ h(y = Y ), we have
], (4.23)
The large boundary separation limit is obtained by letting h ± → 0. Taking this limit corresponds to C → 5α 1 and thus h Y = h 0 ≃ 5α 1 . We then obtain the following expressions 2 In this particular case it turns out that the Ricci scalar on the scalar field manifold calculated from the action (4.22) coincides with the Ricci scalar calculated using the full action (4.21) and inserting Y = 1 at the end (in both cases its value is −4/3). However, this is a coincidence; the connections, for example, are not equal.
for various integrals of the harmonic function:
27) n < −1 :
while the orbifold-averaged Calabi-Yau volume reduces to
This suggests we should take A to be constant, so that the average Calabi-Yau volume is fixed. If we retain only the leading terms, the moduli space action becomes In the limit under consideration, we obtain the approximate relationshiṗ describing gravity minimally coupled to two scalar fields representing the distance of the bulk brane to the two respective boundaries. As expected, the moduli space action embodies the symmetries of the specific setup analysed here.
Conclusions
We have developed the moduli space approximation for heterotic M-theory, including the case where a bulk brane is moving along the orbifold direction. The moduli space actions describe gravity in the form of an effective scale factor coupled to scalar fields. In general the resulting equations of motion allow for a very large number of possible motions of the branes. In this context, the boundary conditions that one obtains by inspection of the higher-dimensional parent theory can prove crucial in singling out a particularly relevant solution. Moreover, the parent theory is useful in determining what the allowed ranges of the moduli are; we have given examples of such boundaries to moduli space, and shown how these result in important modifications to the allowed moduli space trajectories.
In the absence of a bulk brane, the action is remarkably simple, and consists of gravity minimally coupled to two scalar fields (which only interact with each other via gravitational effects). At large brane separation the respective logarithms of the distance between the branes and the Calabi-Yau volume are orthogonal variables, and one can perform a rotation in field space to obtain 1) where the distance between the branes is 2 e D and the average Calabi-Yau volume is
given by e φ A . One of the allowed trajectories in moduli space corresponds to the colliding brane solution described in [18] . This solution has been proposed as a model for the big bang, because it has the particular feature that the brane collision is well-behaved, in the sense that the Riemann curvature remains bounded right up to (but not including) the collision. It would be of interest to study the generation of cosmological perturbations in this model. However, in order to do so one would have to know the inter-brane forces away from the collision. In complicated settings such as heterotic M-theory, where the forces between the various branes can only partly be computed as yet (see e.g. [21, 22] ), the moduli space approximation offers us the possibility of adding "effective" potentials for the moduli to the effective action. These effective potentials then reflect our guess for the sum of all inter-brane forces and allow one to deduce the resulting spectrum of cosmological perturbations. Work related to these questions will be presented elsewhere [23] .
In the presence of a bulk brane, the moduli space action is in general quite complicated, although we have shown how it simplifies in certain limits of interest. In this way we have been able to compare our work with results already known in the literature, and to extend these. The appearance of an extra scalar degree of freedom is likely to have interesting phenomenological consequences.
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